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Bernanke: U.S. Job Market Weak Despite Gains
Marting Crutsinger, AP Economics Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Chairman Ben Bernanke says the U.S. job market remains
weak despite three months of strong hiring and that the Federal Reserve's existing
policies will help boost growth.
Further job gains will likely require more robust consumer and business demand,
Bernanke said Monday during a speech at the National Association for Business
Economics spring conference in Arlington, Va.
Bernanke's comments suggest the central bank is prepared to keep interest rates
near zero unless the economy improves substantially.
While the job gains have led to some increase in consumer confidence and incomes,
"we have not seen that in a persuasive way yet," Bernanke said in response to a
question. He said the Fed needed to "remain cautious" in deciding what its next
moves should be.
Stocks rose sharply after Bernanke's speech. The Dow Jones industrial average
increased more than 100 points in the first hour of trading, and broader indexes
also gained. Traders may have interpreted his tempered view of the job market as a
sign the Fed could take further steps to boost the economy.
Employers have added an average of 245,000 jobs per month from December
through February. The unemployment rate has fallen almost a full percentage point
since summer, to 8.3 percent.
Still, the economy grew at an annual pace of just 3 percent in the OctoberDecember quarter. And economists believe growth has slowed in the January-March
quarter to around 2 percent growth.
Bernanke said the combination of modest economic growth and rapid declines in
unemployment is something of a puzzle. Normally, it takes growth of roughly 4
percent annual growth to lower the rate by that much over a year.
He offered some reasons for the unexpected decline in unemployment. Employers
may be hiring rapidly because they cut too many jobs during the recession. He also
said that government revisions may later show stronger economic growth over the
past year.
But Bernanke cautioned that he doesn't expect the unemployment rate to keep
falling at the current pace without much stronger growth. He also noted that the
rate is still roughly 3 percentage points higher than its average over the 20 years
preceding the recession.
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"Despite the recent improvement, the job market remains far from normal,"
Bernanke said. "The number of people working and total hours worked are still
significantly below pre-crisis peaks."
His comments offer insight into the reasoning behind the Fed's plan to hold shortterm interest rates near zero through 2014. The central bank has stuck with that
timetable despite the job growth and other signs of economic improvement.
The Fed is concerned that the recovery could falter, as it did last year. Americans
aren't seeing big pay increases, gas prices are high and Europe's debt crisis could
weigh on the U.S. economy.
As long as inflation remains tame, analysts believe the Fed will likely hold interest
rates down to give the economy more support.
Many economists believe that Fed officials will not make any changes in policy at
their next meeting on April 25-26 and will only ease credit conditions if the economy
slows further.
While the recent job market gains may continue, economists believe the record-low
rates will continue as well, at least through much of this year.
One reason for that view: a pullback from the 2014 timetable could jolt investors
and trigger a sudden rise in interest rates set by financial markets. That would slow
the economy just as it is struggling to mount a sustainable recovery.
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